WILENTZ
—ATTORNEYS AT LAW—
DAVID S. GORDON, ESQ.
T: 732.855.6078
F: 732.726.4761
dgordon@wilentz.com
90 Woodbridge Center Drive
Suite 900 Box 10
Woodbridge, NJ 07095-0958
732.636.8000
January 4, 2019
VIA UPS NEXT DAY DELIVERY
Office of Community Relations
New Jersey Department of Transportation
1035 Parkway Avenue, PO Box 600
Trenton, NJ 08625-0600
Re: Proposed Restricted Use Ilelistop at 211 Wertsville Road, Ringoes, NJ 08551
To Whom It May Concern:
This firm represents The Ridge at Back Brook, L.L.C. ("The Ridge"), which is the owner of the
property located at 211 Wertsville Road, Ringoes, NJ 08551 ("Property") and applicant for a restricted use
helistop on the Property ("Helistop").
The Township of East Amwell ("Township"), led by Deputy Mayor Wolfe, has taken actions to
mobilize residents in opposition to the Helistop application. The Township's efforts to oppose the Helistop
have been coordinated and include stuffing the mailboxes of Township residents with flyers opposing the
Helistop, a special Township Committee meeting and active solicitation of a letter writing campaign by
residents.
From information gleaned through informal channels, it is our understanding that the New Jersey
Department of Transportation ("NJDOT") has agreed to accept comments from members of the public after
expiration of the official period for public comment, until the date when comments from the Township are
due. Accordingly, we would like to submit the enclosed email from Mr. Jim Reznik as a public comment.
Mr. Reznik is a resident of the Township and is in no way affiliated with The Ridge. The Ridge received Mr.
Reznik's email through the "Contact" section of The Ridge's website. This email is a direct response to
Deputy Mayor Wolfe's December 1, 2018 summary of the Township Committee's special meeting to discuss
the Helipad application which was published on the internet.
If you have any questions with regard to the foregoing or require any additional information, please
do not hesitate to contact me.
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Jerry Leipfinger w/ encl. (via e-mail)
The Ridge at Back Brook, L.L.C. w/encl. (via e-mail)
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Date: December 29th, 2018
To: The Ridge at Back Brook — Administration
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Subject: Helistop Support
I'm a local Sourland resident that has been living on the mountain for over 35 years. I formulate and make
intelligent decisions that are based on actual proven facts and not on emotions or feel good opinions. I
disagree with the negative claims being circulated.
Anyone that claims to be an expert in any field, MUST first be properly licensed, current in all aspects and
changes in that field as well as being actively employed in that field to be declared and expert.
A person may keep their title upon retiring or leaving that profession, but that does not make them an
expect in that field, but only allows them to express their personal opinions, just like any other person has
the right to do.
I also have absolutely no affiliation or financial interests with either the golf club or aeronautics services.
Below are the local group's recent claims of what allegedly will happen if the Helistop is approved. There
is no reason that the Helistop would cause any realistic or credable threat to the Sourlands, except for
annoying some local elitists and horse folk. Feel free to use this letter as you see fit.
Note:
Sourland Conservancy claims are in BLACK text.
My comments are in BLUE text.
Water Helicopter fuel poses a specific risk to the Back Brook and area groundwater. The chemical foam
required to extinguish a helicopter fuel fire is toxic - and could poison wildlife and impact your drinking
water!
There is an extremely limited and unlikely chance of a helicopter crashing and creating the claimed
disaster. There is a more likely chance of one of the many heating oil, gasoline, diesel, propane, septic,
chemical,,oesticide, fertilizer trucks creating a toxic spill, than a helicopter crashing. The foam In question
is already approved and has been in use by the fire companies for years.
These same people own mega mansions that use extreme amounts of water to pamper their lush green
lawns which creates water shortages and massive drawdowns to the aquifer, which directly affects
everyone on the mountain. They're not concerned about their excessive use of chemicals, fertilizers,
pesticides and herbicides that are used to maintain their lush lawns, invasive plants and trees.
They're also not concerned about the real threat in the Sourlands created by Gibraltar Rock Quarry,
which is located in the heart of the Sourlands.
o Blast Vibrations
o Blast Noise
o Blast Dust
o Blast Odors
o Operation & Truck Noise
o Clear Cutting
o Settling Ponds & Chemicals
o Property Damage
o Well Issues
o Run Off Into Streams & Wetlands
o Native Forests
o Wildlife

Wildlife The Ridge at Back Brook is located in an environmentally sensitive area that needs special
protection because of its birds and wildlife, particularly neotropical migrating birds. Helicopters taking off,

There already are normal low-level fight routes all over the Sourland Mountain, which involve every type
of aircraft that range from helicopters, jets, planes, hot air balloons and ultra-lights.
This includes recreational, private, charter, commercial, government and military. How can all of these
types of aircraft operate in other sections of the Sourland, without creating mayhem?
Farms, livestock, and horse trails The Ridge is surrounded by farms. The Amwell Trail Association's
riding trails run along the perimeter. These trails preceded the golf club and are heavily used by local
riders. Sudden helicopter noise spooks horses and could cause serious injuries to horses and riders.
The noise from the helicopter would not be sudden, because a person or animal would hear the low level
advancing sound from the approaching craft coming from a distance away and would adjust to it as it got
closer. This would also occur upon taking off.
Daily sounds of the Sourtands that all domestic animals and wildlife adapted to without mayhem
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Freight Trains & Horns
Tractor Trailer Trucks
Large trucks & Trailers
Quarry Blasting
Air Crafts
Hunters
Fireworks
Firearms
Thunder
Construction Noise
Sirens

Here are some other real threats that they do not mention Horses can be spooked by just about
anything, but by proper exposure and training of both the horse and rider, this can prevent spooking and
control the situation. This no different than learning how to drive a car in ice and snow. Both domestic and
wildlife learn to adapt to new noises and environmental changes on a daily basis and have been doing
this since the beginning of time Should all of these normal noises and animals be removed and banned
from the Sourlands, instead of properly training the horse and rider. Horses have and are stilt used by the
military and police and are exposed to extreme noises and situations every day.
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Black Bears
Snakes
Coyotes
Ground Hogs
Feral dogs & Cats
Other unfamiliar wildlife & livestock

No Medivac Helistop needed There are already better-suited landing sites in the area. This helistop is
not needed.
The Sourlands has many private residents and farms along with the Sourland Mountain Preserve. Within
the Sourlands there are numerous play grounds and parks that are utilized by many visitors on a deity
basis. Both locals and visitors alike use the Sourlands for playing, hiking, bicycling, mountain biking,
horse riding: rock climbing, fishing, hunting, bird watching, nature walks, animal watching, metal
detecting, venturing, photography, painting, jogging, picnicking, site seeing, autumn leaf changes,
exploring historical sites & ruins, golfing and the list goes on. The Sourlands is for everyone to utilize and
enjoy and not just by a select few.
With that being stated, if a person were to be injured and required to be Medivac out, time is extremely
critical in the success rate of the victim surviving the injury.
Stating that another Helistop isn't needed is simply selfish and akin to saying we don't need another fire
station, rescue squad, police patrol When you require emergency help. you need it NOW, not LATER!

December 17, 2018
Office of Community Relations
New Jersey Department of Transportation
1035 Parkway Ave., P.O. Box 600
Trenton, NJ 08625-0600
Re. The Ridge at Back Brook
Helipad Application
Dear NJ Department of Transportation,
I am a resident of Ringoes, NJ and in fact my property borders The Ridge at Back Brook
Golf Course. I am also aware of the concerted effort being made by the Mayor and Deputy
Mayor of the Township to oppose the helipad application.
The primary purpose of this letter is to inform the NJDOT that we support and endorse
The Ridge at Back Brook helipad application.
As mentioned above, the Township Officials have organized and solicited meetings to
oppose the application. However, the method and means that they are using is totally
unacceptable and unprofessional (for example, stuffing resident's mailboxes without placing
proper postage on the flyer). The use of scare tactics, numerous false statements being made to
the Township residents, statements that the helipad will adversely impact the Township's water
supply are just a few examples of how the Township Officials are trying to force the residents
into opposition.
The location of the helipad including the proposed flight path will not impact any homes
as there are not any homes near the property line of the golf course where the proposed flight
path exists. In addition, the proposed helipad location is not close to any streams that run through
or border the golf course_
1 believe the Township's actions regarding this matter are based on false and inaccurate
misrepresentations as it appears the Mayor and Deputy Mayor have a personal vendetta against
the golf course. It is time that the Township Officials recognize and acknowledge The Ridge and
try to establish a cordial and respectful relationship with The Ridge.
Sincerely,
"i2tele}hef-ei-7---f7

December 17, 2018

Office of Community Relations
New Jersey Department of Transportation
1035 Parkway Ave., P.O. Box 600
Trenton, NJ 08625-0600
Re. The Ridge at Back Brook
Helipad Application

To whom it may concern,
I am a resident of East Amwell Township and am totally opposed to the deplorable
actions the Township Officials have taken to oppose the golf course helipad application. The
scare tactics and false statements that they are using to solicit opposition to the application are
not acceptable.
As a horse owner and avid equestrian, I can assure you having a helipad will cause no
harm to those residents with horses, those riding the Amwell Valley Trail System or riding at
their own farm within a ring or field. The farm where I keep my horses has a train that passes by
periodically throughout the day and night, the horses have adapted to the noise and sight of the
train passing by. Much like a train, you are able to hear a helicopter coming towards you, yes the
noise may initially spook your horse but after a few seconds of the noise, horses usually calm
down. I also must explain that equestrians "assume the risk" of harm every time they sit or are
around horses. Horses are animals of prey and anything can happen while riding either in a ring
or on the trails. No child or adult should ride alone, which brings me to the point of saying that,
the letters you are receiving from residents regarding horses and riders on the trail system should
be taken very lightly and not given much attention as those riders are "assuming the risk".
Therefore, I would like to inform the NJDOT that I fully support The Ridge at Back
helipad application.
Sincerely,

November 27, 2018

Office of Community Relations
New Jersey Department of Transportation
1035 Parkway Avenue, P.O. Box 600
Trenton, NJ 08625-0600
Re: The Ridge at Back Brook
To Whom It May Concern:
My wife and I are residents of Ringoes and are aware of the application filed by The Ridge at Back Brook,
Ilk. for a limited-use helistop on the 300 acre property located at 211 Wertsville Road. We are also
aware of a concerted effort by officials of East Amwell Township and others to organize opposition to
the application.
This letter is to advise you of our support for the application. We had an experience at our home this
past July where a NJ State Police medevac had to make an emergency landing on our front yard in
response to a severe injury suffered by someone working on our property. We saw first-hand how,
important it is to have as many emergency-landing options as possible for medevacs in Hunterdon
COunty.
The scare tactics proffered by the Township and certain other residents to create opposition to a limited
use helistop are unreasonable and unfair. Many of the opponents of the application have demonstrated
in the past their knee-jerk opposition to any application filed by The Ridge for any municipal approval.
Spurious arguments against the Ridge's application include false rumors about the size of the helicopters
that will access the facility, the number of anticipated flights, the risk of crashes, the effect of noise on
animals and the lack of need for a documented location for safe emergency medevac use.
Locating the helistop at a central portion of the golf course will help to keep helicopters away from
adjacent farmS during descent and take-off and will certainly minimalize noise. Moreover, one only
needs to look at the existence of similar facilities in other nearby rural communities, like Bedminster, to
see that there isn't any negative impact to the surrounding communities. Having another helistop
where an emergency can be minimized is simply a benefit to public health and safety; arguments to the
contrary are unreasonable.
Sincerely,
i liji

. Andersen
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November 27,2018

Office of Community Relations
New Jersey Department of Transportation
1035 Parkway Avenue, P.O. Box 600
Trenton, NJ 08625-0600
Re: The Ridge at Back Brook
To Whom It May Concern:
My wife and I are residents of Ringoes and are aware of the application filed by The Ridge at Back Brook,
L.L.C. for a limited-use helistop on the 300 acre property located at 211 Wertsville Road. We are also
aware of a concerted effort by officials of East Amwell Township and others to organize opposition to
the application.
This letter is to advise you of our support for the application. I have discussed this matter with my
neighbors and friends, all of whom agree that an additional helistop that is available to the community
for emergencies is a very good thing.
The scare tactics proffered by the Township and certain other residents to create opposition to a limited
use helistop are unreasonable and unfair. Many of the opponents of the application have demonstrated
in the past their knee-jerk opposition to any application filed by The Ridge for any municipal
approval. Spurious arguments against the Ridge's application include false rumors about the size of the
helicopters that will access the facility, the number of anticipated flights, the risk of crashes, the effect
of noise on animals and the lack of need for a documented location for safe emergency medevac use.
Locating the helistop at a central portion of the golf course will help to keep helicopters away from
adjacent farms during descent and take-off and will certainly minimalize noise. Moreover, one only
needs to look at the existence of similar facilities in other nearby rural communities, like Bedminster, to
see that there isn't any negative impact to the surrounding communities. Having another helistop
where an emergency can be minimized is simply a benefit to public health and safety; arguments to the
contrary are unreasonable.
Sincerely,

Gary and Teresa Zell

